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2IntrodutionThe plasti deformation of rystalline materials in most ases is aused by ol-letive motion of disloations. These line-like lattie defets interat with eah othervia the 1/r type, i.e., long-range, mehanial stress �eld generated by a single dis-loation. In addition, their movement is onstrained to a glide plane. As a result,these systems are strongly oupled and in many aspets peuliar. As an examplewe an mention the disloation patterns that evolve in rystals or the disloationavalanhes. Sine these phenomena are losely related to the plasti response of arystalline material, their understanding is a key issue in materials siene.In pratie, plasti deformation is usually desribed by phenomenologial models,whih usually onstrut onstitutive laws between the stress, strain, strain rate anddisloation density. These models give satisfatory preditions under quite generalonditions and at large speimen sizes. It turned out, however, that as soon as anyharateristi length sale of the deformation or the material (suh as the size of theindenter, the speimen size, grain size, size of preipitates, et.) is in the order of 1
µm, the observed mehanial properties di�er from the ones predited by lassialmodels. In the theory of plastiity this phenomenon is alled size-e�et.With the fast development of nanotehnology, the small samples happened tobeome the subjet of growing interest. In order to aount for size-e�ets, non-loal phenomenologial models were worked out, whih turned out to be suessfulin many aspets (they are able to aount for small size hardening or for some kindof disloation patterns). A major disadvantage of these models is that the fat thatthe basi mehanism of plasti deformation is disloation motion is not inludedat all. Instead, parameters with length dimensions appear as the oe�ients ofgradient terms. The origin of these parameters is not lari�ed. Therefore, thereare many suh disloation-related phenomena, that annot be desribed by suhmodels. It was found, for instane, that the plasti deformation of a single rystalpillar with diameter of 1 µm is substantially di�erent from the marosopi ase. Thedeformation takes plae intermittently in distint areas. As a pratial onsequene,this avalanhe-like behaviour preludes the preditable forming of thin wires.In the last 15 years the behaviour of disloation systems is more and more fre-



3quently investigated by methods taken from statistial physis. For instane, theappearane of gradient terms were justi�ed by theoretial alulations and modelswere given for the avalanhe-like behaviour and plasti �ow. The results presentedin the thesis also belong to this �eld.Aims of the thesis1. Disloations, depending on the external onditions, organise themselves in var-ious patterns. Perhaps the most extensively the persistent slip bands (PSBs)were studied, whih evolve during fatigue were studied. By disrete disloationdynamis simulations even the matrix struture appearing in the �rst stages ofthe proess was not to be modelled. Meanwhile, many theories worked out forPSB formation are based on the assumption that the energy of interstitial andvaany type dipoles are di�erent. Disrete simulations always assume linearelastiity and therefore, the mentioned energy di�erene is zero. A solutionan be, if one an step beyond the linear elastiity in the simulations, but forthis, the losed form of the new interation fore has to be derived.2. Disloations interat via long-range stress �elds, whih means that for N dis-loations the disrete dynamis algorithm has O(N2) time omplexity. Thenumerial programme an be made faster by the stohasti method developedby István Groma and Botond Bakó. The entral quantity in this theory is thedistribution of internal stresses in the rystal. Its form was already determinedbefore, but only in the ase, when no external stress is applied to the system.For pratial aspets it is neessary to take the external stress into aount.3. Aording to earlier investigations, it beame evident that the disloation or-relations annot be negleted and they a�et many other physial quantities.In order to understand the dynamis of the system in more detail, the preisedesription of disloation orrelations is needed.4. A ontinuum model for single slip was worked out by István Groma ando-workers. The preditions of the model and results obtained by disrete



4 disloation simulations are in extraordinary agreement. Unfortunately, itsgeneralisation to multiple slip, whih is indispensable for pratial aspets,is far not straightforward. The proedure followed at single slip annot berepeated.The whole ontinuum theory was reformulated into a variational approah byIstván Groma and Géza Györgyi. It is based on a free energy like thermody-nami potential. This method in priniple gives the opportunity to generalisethe theory to multiple slip. In the thesis we make an attempt to perform this.5. The relaxation proess of disloations from a random initial state has not beenstudied in detail before. Although the knowledge about relaxation proessesan ontribute to the understanding of disloation avalanhes, whih are inthe entre of interest. During the avalanhes, due to external stress, a few dis-loations esape from their equilibrium state, and from this point the proessan be well approximated by a relaxation. In the thesis, therefore, these kindof proesses are also investigated.Applied methodsThe properties of individual disloations have been known for deades. But themarosopi behaviour of a disloation system is ruially a�eted by the statistialproperties of the mirostruture. In the 60s, Wilkens proved that disloations arenot loated randomly in the rystal. Hene, the detailed desription and analysisof suh spatial orrelations is important not only theoretially, but also in pratialaspets.The urrently most popular method to investigate the mirostruture is omputersimulation. Although three dimensional simulations are already available, theirusage is hindered by many aspets, and it has turned out, that two dimensionalsimulations give equivalent results in many situations. The later, whih is far easierto study mathematially, gives the opportunity to deliver analytial alulations,and so, theoretial preditions an diretly be heked numerially. In the thesis wefollow this proedure, and all our results are supported by two dimensional disrete



5disloation dynamis simulations.Main results1. In order to introdue non-linear elastiity, we reformulated the Kröner�Kosevih �eld theory into a variational model. By giving the form of theintrodued enthalpy funtional, one simultaneously �xes the relation betweenthe elasti strain and stress. After setting up the enthalpy in the anharmoniase we expressed the disloation-disloation interation fore analytially. Wesueeded in transforming the obtained onvolutional integral into a losed,analytial funtion, where anharmoniity manifests in an extra term appear-ing beside the harmoni one. The extra interation fore deays faster than
1/r (i.e., it is short-range), and as a uriosity, it expliitly depends on thedisloation inner ut-o� radius [1℄.We demonstrated that in the anharmoni ase the homogeneous disloationarrangement beomes unstable, and a pattern with a harateristi length saleforms. This length parameter is proportional to the average disloation spa-ing. Disrete disloation dynamis simulations were performed with the novelinteration fore and the results were in omplete agreement with the theoret-ial preditions, i.e., a pattern with a well-de�ned length sale evolved [1℄.2. We determined the distribution of internal stresses in a system subjet to ex-ternal stress. The analytial alulations were performed in the hypothetialmonodisperse dipole approximation. The result obtained was in good agree-ment with the simulations. Summarizing the results, we found that in thelarge stress region, beside the original 1/|τ |3 type tail, an additional 1/(τ |τ |3)type term proportional to the external stress appears. Aording to numerialstudies, the dipoles and multipoles present in the system sreen the externalstress, resulting an e�etive stress �eld, whih is approximately half of theoriginal stress [2℄.3. Previously, István Groma derived a BBGKY hierarhy for the evolution ofdi�erent order disloation densities. We now lose the hierarhy at the third



6 level by applying the Kirkwood superposition approximation, and with this weobtain losed evolution equations for the orrelation funtions. The resultingequations are very similar to those that desribe densities around a sreeneddisloation. This means that linear response theory (meaning the equivaleneof orrelations and sreened densities) is also valid in disloation systems.Numerial simulations proved the theoretial preditions in all aspets [3℄.4. The ontinuum theory of single slip an be derived from an appropriate freeenergy funtional. This funtional an be generalised to multiple slip by sym-metry priniples. In the ase of symmetri double slip (when the slip planes areperpendiular) the funtional ontains only one free parameter. The analytialsolution of the equations an be given in a simpli�ed ase, when the disloa-tion density is assumed to be onstant in spae. We found that the induedgeometrially neessary disloation density deays with 1/r2. This also meansthat orrelations are short-range. This result, in spite of the approximationapplied, �ts very well the data obtained from numerial simulations.5. Numerial studies showed that the relaxation from a random initial state isslow in the sense that many dynamial quantities, suh as the averages ofdi�erent powers of disloation veloities, deay with a power law. This salingbehaviour starts at a spei� time, and lasts until a system size dependentmoment [4℄. We showed that this feature is the result of the underlying fat,that the veloity distributions at di�erent times obey a saling law. In multipleslip the relaxation is faster, and the saling argument does not hold.Conlusions
• We demonstrated that the disloation-disloation orrelations have ruial ef-fet on many quantities desribing disloation systems, suh as the internalstress distribution, the veloity distribution and evolving patterns. We inves-tigated in detail the dynamis of orrelation funtions and the multiple slipgeometry. Suh thorough examination onerning disloation orrelations hasnot been published in the literature before.
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• Disloations build up non-onservative systems with speial dynamis andzero temperature. Aording to the results of the thesis, numerous methods ofstatistial physis, after the appropriate modi�ations, an be applied in theontext of disloations.Bibliography[1℄ I. Groma and P. D. Ispánovity, �Role of anharmoniity in disloation pattern-ing�, Phys. Rev. B 76, 054120 (2007).[2℄ P. D. Ispánovity and I. Groma, �The probability distribution of internal stressesin externally loaded 2D disloation systems�, J. Stat. Meh., P12009 (2008).[3℄ P. D. Ispánovity, I. Groma and G. Györgyi, �Evolution of the orrelation fun-tions in two-dimensional disloation systems�, Phys. Rev. B 78, 024119 (2008).[4℄ F. F. Csikor, M. Zaiser, P. D. Ispánovity and I. Groma, J. Stat. Meh., �Therole of density �utuations in the relaxation of random disloation systems�,P03036 (2009).


